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ALBUM NOTES by Anna Claire Hodge
1. Animal, vegetable, miracle, babygirl. Her kind and his. All scruff, bark, growl,
and path. Did you hear that? Did you hear that?
2. What are we but bodies shattered by want? Starch, salt, ache, and these girls
lunging toward bites of what? Reward, dysregulation. We eat, are eaten.
3. Flag lineage and golden ratio. Travel, that boomerang of sight, floral impulse.
Impulse to bloom. We measure faces for balance, brains for weight when we’re
dead.
4. Taxonomy and you’re wrong. We get paid to work or we don’t work. Chairs
for conversation, chairs for anger, feet for striding into the night, mad with
desire.
5. Body, toll, tire roll, exhaust, the fine art of deflection, and we laugh lime
green. We laugh green ink from our lungs and drink it right back. We cannot
leap off. We just can’t.
6. Bindle, crash. Someone’s done wrong and war comes next. Men come next.
Chemical cap. No expression. Why not just scuttle toward quiet?
7. Watch the door and watch the throne. Myopic portals, throat. That red quiet.
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